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effects of college education
on the religious involvement

of latter day saints

gerald stott

LDS educational perspective

mormonism fosters education LDS theology views life essentially
as an educational process mortality is seen as a probationary state a
period of learning and testing knowledge and mastery of both self
and environment through obedience to divine law is the basis of eter-
nal progression thus in mormon dogma education not only helps
man in this life it also assists him in his quest to achieve perfection
and become godlike in the next this theological emphasis is
manifest in many latter day scriptures

ththe glory of god is intelligence or in other words light and truth
dacd&c 9336

whatever principle of intelligence we attain unto in this life it will rise
with us in the resurrection and if a person gains more knowledge and
intelligence in this life through his diligence and obedience than
another he will have so much the advantage in the world to come

dacd&c 13018 19

it is impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance dacd&c 1316

teach ye diligently and my grace shall attend you that you may be instructed

more perfectly in theory in principle in doctrine in the law of the gospel
in all things that pertain unto the kingdom of god that are expedient for
you to understand of things both in heaven and in the earth and under
the earth things which have been things which are things which must
shortly come to pass things which are at home things which are
abroad the wars and the perplexities of the nations and the judgments
which are on the land and a knowledge also of countries and of kingdoms

dacd&c 8878 79

mormonismsMormonisms theological emphasis upon the importance of
knowledge has had very tangible results within the first few years of
the organization of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

gerald stott is an assistant professor of sociology at southeast missouri state university
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44 byustudiesBYU studies

its leaders established in ohio and missouri an adult school for men
called the school of the prophets three years after entering the
salt lake valley despite the hardships of settling an uninhabited
nearly desolate area mormon pioneers founded the university of deseret
18501830 later named the university of utah brigham young university

also established in utahs pioneer period 1876 has become a
showpiece of mormondom utah a predominantly mormon state
has an enviable education record leading the nation in the percentage
of high school graduates among persons eighteen and over 80.2802802 percent
compared to the national percentage of 66.6666666 and tying with colorado
for the highest median school years completed by persons eighteen
and over 12.8128 years 1 furthermore it reports one of the highest
percentages of adults who have attended college 31.4314314514 percent 2

utahs emphasis on education is not superficial more than forty
years ago thorndike controlling for population size found utah to
rank first as the birthplace of people listed in american men of
science to tie for second place in producing people listed in leaders
in education and to be fourth in contributing to those listed in
choswhos who in america 31 astin in his 1962 study found productivity
of colleges was largely determined by the characteristics of incoming
students input utah universities however were found to be much
more productive than their inputs predicted 4 hardy in his 1974
analysis of the origins of american scientists and scholars provided
additional evidence indicating the superior productivity of utah schools
of higher education using a weighted index based on the number of
college graduates per thousand who go on to earn a phd within a
specified time and controlling for gender variations he found

the most productive state is utah which is first in productivity for all
fields combined in all time periods it is first in biological and social
sciences second in education third in physical sciences and sixth in arts
and professions compared to other states in its region it is deviantly
productive this result seems clearly to be due to the influence of
mormon values because mormon youth predominate in the colleges of
the state and because other variables such as climate geography
natural resources and social class do not appear to explain the exceptional
record of this state 5

US bureau of the census statisticalabstractstatistical abstract odtheoftheof taetherae unitedstatesUnited States washington DC US government

printing office 1980 151

standardeducationStandard education almanac chicago marquis academic media 1975 76 91 92 the 1975 76

edition of the standard educational almanac is referenced because relevant information is not given in later

editions
ae3eE L thorndike the origin of superior men scientific monthly 56 1943 426

4aiexanderexander W astin productivity of undergraduate institutions science 136 1962 123 35

kenneth R hardy social origins of american scientists and scholars science 185 1974 500
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secularizingSECULARIZING INFLUENCE OF EDUCATION

both education and religion are directly concerned with knowing
that is understanding the cosmos and mans place in it yet they
rely upon different and possibly conflicting methods of acquiring
knowledge religion with its emphasis on the superempiricalsuperempirical
subordinates worldly reasoning to faith in revealed knowledge in the
words of paul williams religion involves

a belief attitude that the ultimate for man exists however it may be
conceived and that certain aspects of life derive from the ultimate

that the derivation from the ultimate of these aspects of life is
beyond empirical demonstration and that these aspects of life are
of supreme importance 6

scholarship on the other hand follows essentially the scientific
perspective grounding truth in logic and empirical findings many
scholars consider these two approaches faith and science to be
incompatible thomas F odea a sociologist who made an in depth
study of mormonism contends that the incompatibility between
higher education and religion is the major source of strain and conflict
in contemporary mormonism odea argues that this strain between
education and religion rises out of the secularizingsecularizing influence of science
and rationalism which undermines traditional religious beliefs

the mormon appreciation of education emphasized higher education
and thereby encouraged contact between mormon youth and those very
elements in modern thought that are bound to act as a solvent on
certain aspects of mormon beliefs he has been taught by the
mormon faith to seek knowledge and to value it yet it is precisely this
course so acceptable to and so honored by his religion that is bound to
bring religious crisis to him and profound danger to his religious belief
the college undergraduate curriculum becomes the first line of danger
to mormonism in its encounter with modern learning 7

THESTUDYTHE STUDY

Is college education as odea suggests detrimental to mormon
faith Is mormonism by encouraging educational achievement
latently promoting its own secularism Is the highly educated mormon
less religious than his less educated brothers findings from a study
recently completed by the author suggest not

the study is based on a probability sample of 500 adult latter day
saints systematically selected from all IDS wards in the greater st louis

aj6j6 paul williams the nature of religion journalforJournjournalalforfotfor the scientific study of ofreligionreligion 2 1962 8

7thornasnhomaschomas F odea the cormonsmormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 226 27
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area 8 the 500 adults were mailed a questionnaire dealing with educational
attainment religious involvement and background information of
the 500300 sampled 261 52 percent returned usable questionnaires
of this number 101 39 percent held college degrees 9

the problems in measuring religiosity are nunumerous and resist
easy solution even defining religiosity is a formidable task my
solution was to use multiple measures of religiosity that tap different
facets 10 specifically scales were created to measure religious
practice belief knowledge and experience in addition an overall
measure of religiosity religious self identification was used

religious selxselfseffsedyseyd identiyiwidentificationarhonarbon the respondents self evaluation of how
religious they are gives a subjective genericgenetic measure of religiosity table 1

cross tabulates religious self identification by educational level

table 1

religious self identification by educational level inin rounded percentages

how non HS high school some bachelor graduate
religious graduate graduate college degree degree total

not very 6 8 5 4 6 5

mildly 12 10 3 5 8 7

fairly 49 39 31 26 36 35

very 33 43 61 65 50 53

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 33 51 62 55 36 237

r11riir 11 P 4 05

the study may be faulted for not drawing the sample from utah mormonismsMormonisms heartland justification
exists however for drawing the sample outside utah research findings demonstrate that a groups majority
or minority status has significant influence on itsits members behavior mormonism isis a national and even
international religion the majority ofofldsoflasIDSils living outside utah because most IDS live inin areas where they are
a minority a utah sample where they constituteconstitute a majority would be unrepresentative and hence of no more
utility inin generalizing to all or even to LDS inm the united states than my midwest sample

9duedueadue to response bias among those returning the questionnaire the findings should be accepted primarily
for their correlative and comparative values rather than as accurate measurements of the survey population
for example while 39 percent of the respondents hold college degrees only 23 percent of a followupfollow up sample
of nonrespondents had college degrees hence probably 31 not 39 percent of the survey population are
college graduates even this percentage however isis quite large especially when compared to a corresponding
study of southern baptists which found 18 percent of that survey population to be college graduates

lo lomultidimensionalmultidimensional approaches to the study of religiosity have been used by such writerswriters as joseph fichter

soadrelamsocial relations in the urban rumaparisheuma chicago university of chicago press 1954 gerhard E lenskilensh social correlates

of religious interest american sociological review 18 1953 533 44 mononmorton king measuring the
religious variable nine proposed dimensions Journyournjournalforjournaltournaiadforalforfor the scientific study of ofreligionreligion 6 fall 1967

17390173 90 rodney stark and charles glock american piety the nature of ofreligiousreligious commitment berkeley

university of california press 1968 king mononmorton and richard hunt measuring the religious variable
national replicationrephcationRephcation journalforJournjournalalforaarformar taetherae Scientscientificfic study of qfreligionreligion 15 march 1975 13 22 gordon F dejong
joseph S faulkner and rex H warland dimensions of religiosity reconsidered evidence from a cross

cultural study social force 54 june 1976 866 89 dean R hoge gregory H petrillo and ella 1I smith

transmission of religious and social values from parents to teenage children journal ofofmarr4zgemarriage and
the family 44 august 1982 569 80 my approach isis most closely related to stark and Glclocksocks
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notice that the percentage of respondents classifying themselves as

very religious increases with educational level from a low of 33 percent
of those who were not high school graduates to a high of 65 percent of
those with bachelors degrees but then declines to 50 percent of
those with post bachelors degrees all in all 39 percent of the
noncollege educated respondents compared to 60 percent of those
who did attend college judged themselves to be very religious

practices acts of worship which devotees of a religion are
encouraged to perform constitute religious practices at one end of
the spectrum these practices tend to be formal and typically public
at the other end of the spectrum they tend to be informal and
typically private church attendance a public act of worship and
personal prayer a private act of worship were selected to measure
religious practices the relationship between these two variables and
education is shown in tables 2 and 3

table 2

church attendance by educational level in rounded percentages

church non HS high school some bachelor graduate
attendance graduate graduate college degree degree total

zero 16 15 12 8 13 13

1 to 3

times yearly 6 7 3 1 0 3

4 to 12

times yearly 9 5 3 2 3 4

2 or 3

times monthly 6 2 5 5 5 4

weekly 63 71 77 84 79 76

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 32 58 65 61 38 254

r13 P 4 05oy05.05

note that weekly church attendance increases with educational level
from 63 percent among those who did not graduate from high school
to 84 percent among those with bachelors degrees again those with
graduate degrees upset the monotonic relationship by attending less

than those with bachelors degrees eighty percent of the college
category compared to 63 percent of the noncollegenoncollege category attend
church weekly

A measure of association pearsons r is provided in the table an interval rather than an ordinal
measure of association isis reported because interval statistics which are more powerful more sensitive and
more readily interpreted can be applied to ordinal data with except in rare circumstances little distortion
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the relationship between personal prayer and education is less
clear As with the two preceding measures of religiosity the college
educated are more likely than the noncollege educated to place high
on the measure but the difference is small 67 percent to 60 percent
and those who attended college but did not graduate were more likely
to engage in daily personal prayer than those who did graduate

table 3

personal prayer by educational level in rounded percentages

frequency non HS high school some bachelor graduate
of prayer graduate graduate college degree degree total

do not pray 0 2 3 2 7 3

only on
special
occasionsoccasions 3 5 0 3 0 2

occasionally 23 19 8 10 12 14

once a week 21 10 15 21 13 16

daily 53 64 74 64 67 65

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 34 58 65 61 4040 258

r04 P 0 0505.05

belief the belief dimension of religion focuses on ideology
the religious tenets individuals avow it comprises religion s theological
component acceptance of biblical miracles was used to measure
belief As table 4 shows belief declines with educational advancement

table 4
belief in biblical miracles by educational level in rounded percentages

bible non HS high school some bachelor graduate
miracles graduate graduate college degree degree total

did not
happen 0 0 0 0 3 0

explained
by natural
events 6 3 15 18 16 12

uncertain 0 11 5 3 8 6

did happen 94 86 80 79 74 82

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 33 56 64 61 38 252

r 17.1717 P 4 01oi.0101
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note that the percentage of respondents believing that biblical
miracles actually happened just as the bible states declines from
94 percent of those who did not graduate from high school to 74 percent
of those with college graduate degrees the college educated as a
group are 11 percent less likely than the noncollege educated to be
unequivocal believers

experience religious experience constitutes the feeling
component of religion such experience involves the sensation
that contact however fleeting has been made with the divine
this contact may range the entire gamut from feelings of peace
and safety to visions and revelations spiritual confirmation of
the truthfulness of the gospel was used as an indicator of religious
experience As table 35 shows education is negligibly related to
spiritual confirmation

table 5

spiritual confirmation of the truthfulness of the gospel
by educational level in rounded percentages

spiritual non HS high school some bachelor graduate
confirmation graduate graduate college degree degree total

no 0 7 10 2 13 6

uncertain 20 15 8 12 8 12

yes 80 78 82 86 79 82

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 30 55 63 58 39 245

rolroir01 P 0 05oy05.05

the college educated are more likely to have experienced a spiritual
confirmation than the noncollegenoncollege educated but again the difference
is small 83 to 79 percent

knowledge the knowledge dimension of religion deals with
religious literacy the extent to which a person is informed about the
basic doctrines practices and history of his faith knowledge differs
from belief since knowledge is concerned only with knowing while
belief involves commitment four questions dealing with the bible
were used to measure religious knowledge 1 who wrote the most
books in the new testament 2 Is the book of acts an eyewitness
account of christs ministry 53 name the last book of the old
testament and 4 which gospel narrates most fully the events
surrounding the birth of christ the number of responses per person
is represented on the next page by table 6

7
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table 6

bible knowledge by educational level in rounded percentages

number of non HS high school some bachelor graduate
correct graduate graduate college degree degree total
answers

0 31 22 18 7 20 18

1 28 22 18 16 5 18

2 17 22 16 7 13 15

3 17 21 26 25 13 21

4 7 13 22 45 49 28

total percent 100 100 100 100 100 100

number 29 54 62 60 39 244

r 3151.3131 4 01oi.0101

the association between religious knowledge and education is

positive and substantial notice that the percentage of individuals
answering allAailali four questions correctly nearly doubles with each increment
in education up to the graduate degree level A comparison of those
who attended college to those who did not shows that while 39 percent
of the college educated answered all four questions correctly only
11 percent of the noncollege educated did

SUMMARY AND conclusion

of the six measures of religiosity only belief was negatively
associated with education that is tended to decline with educational
advancement in contrast church attendance and biblical knowledge
increased substantially and self evaluated religiosity increased mildly
with educational advancement personal prayer and spiritual confirmation
of the truthfulness of the gospel showed little relationship to educational
level

in order to rule out the possibility that the association between
negative belief and education was a product of the specific belief
indicator used the relationships between education and four other
measures of belief were tested 1 belief in god 2 belief in the
existence of satan 3 belief in the infallibility of the president of the
church in matters of doctrine and 4 acceptance of religious over
scientific beliefs when the two appear to clash the associations with
education for the measures were respectively iglg.1919 18.1818 oi01.0101 and 272.27277

the fact that these measures of belief were also associated negatively
with education strongly suggests that surety of belief in basic religious

8
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tenets tends to diminish with educational advancement nevertheless
corrosive effects of education on religious belief if it is education
that is causing the decline are limited 12 note that 77 percent of the
college graduates fully accept biblical miracles as actually having
happened

the fact that the percentage of those with graduate degrees scoring
high on the various measures of religiosity is typically lower than the
corresponding percentage for those with bachelors degrees suggests
that graduate education may adversely affect certain aspects of
religiosity even so those with post bachelors degrees are on the
average more religious than those who never attended college in
short college educated latterdatter day saints inin my sample both as a
group and by specific level of education were on the average more
religiously involved than noncollege educated latter day saints
thus contrary to odeas contentions no evidence was found to
indicate that college education is detrimental to the religiosity of
mormonscormonsMormons

my findings are at odds with the findings of several studies dealing
with other denominations A study of episcopaliansEpiscopalians which focused
on church attendance religious belief personal prayer and bible
reading found all but church attendance to be negatively related to
education 13 A study of urban north texas presbyteriansPresbyterians missouri
lutheransLutherans methodists and disciples of christ reported that of nine
dimensions of religiosity tested only the knowledge dimension did
not associate negatively with education 14 A 1972 study of church
members of various denominations in the san francisco bay area
found religious belief personal prayer and religious experiences
negatively related to years of education while church attendance and
religious knowledge were positively related 15

the typical negative association found to exist between educational
level and various measures of religiosity has been attributed by some
writers to the rationalizing and secularizingsecular izing influences of higher
education which are thought to undermine religious commitment if
this be the case it appears that the religiosity of mormonscormons is largely
impervious to this secularizingsecularizing influence the reason for this I1

correlation does not prove causationcausation
wade clarke roof traditional religion inin contemporary society A theory of local cosmopolitan

plausibility american sociological review 41 1976 195 208
14 14mortonmononMorton B king and richard A hunt measuring religious dimensions dallas southern methodist

university 1972 39
15 15rodneyrodney stark the economics of piety religious commitment and social class inin issues inin social

inequality ed gerald W thielbar and saul D feldman boston little brown and company 1972

483 503
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suggest is to be found in the LDS view of education LDS theology
while it places a strong emphasis upon education places education
into a larger religious perspective this tends to galvanize mormonscormons
against whatever religiously corrosive influences higher education
might generate in short latter day saint theology appears to negate
the secularizingsecularizing impact of education by sacralizingsacral izing it and incorporating
it into the total religious milieu
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